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What is PowerBalance2 (PB) ?
PB is a set of programmed, linked Excel spreadsheets.
It quantifies and costs annual dispatchable energy
generation from:
1. Storage: Battery, pumped hydro, molten salt (MS),
heated by Concentrating Solar Thermal (CST) or
biomass.
2. Fuelled generation:
• Steam thermal (coal, gas and biomass fired).

• Fast start gas turbines (OCGT’s)
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How PowerBalance2 works (1)
• Uses imported 8760 hour demand (SCADA) data and
hourly renewable energy generation data (from RE
modelling programs such as SIREN or SAM).

• The spreadsheets work left to right across 8760 hour
programmed columns, calculating hourly generation for
each technology in order of dispatch.
• The cheapest renewable technologies are first, followed
by CST generation / MS storage, battery storage (this is
not the cheapest storage but it is essential for ancillary
services such as frequency control response), then PHS
and finally the fuelled OCGT’s and demand side storage
(DSM).
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How PowerBalance2 works (2): Left to right in Dispatch Order
Non-dispatchable
power
Operator can ramp it
down but not up
Renewable Energy
Capital intensive but cheap
energy (does not use fuel)
1.
Wind
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2.
Solar
PV

3. Solar
Thermal Molten
Salt (CSTMS)

Dispatchable power
Operator can ramp it up and
down.
Storage –
Capital intensive, intermediate cost
energy (using cheap surplus RE)
Fuelled –
Low capital cost, high fuel cost expensive energy
4.
Batteries
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5.
Pumped
Hydro
(PHS)

6. Open
Cycle Gas
Turbines
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How PowerBalance2 works (3)
• It adjusts hourly shortfalls as generation from each
technology is added or adjusted.
• User balances generation with load by iteratively adjusting
power capacity of the various technologies.
• PB calculates weighted average (system) LCoE and CO2
emissions instantly for the balanced grid scenario
• User can optimize for lowest system LCoE or CO2 emissions
by iteration
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8760 hr data
from SIREN

Siren

Powerbalance
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logical formulae:
= if(logical test), value if true, value if false)
=IF(SUM(O33,N34)>$O$3,IF(SUM(O33,N34)<$P$4,SUM(O33,N34),
$P$4),$O$3)
=IF(O33>O34,O33-O34,0)
Hourly
shortfall/
surplus after
wind and PV
generation
-221
-409
-523
-503
-522
-481
154
655
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Potential
Behind meter Generation
battery rech./ battery (BMB) through
disch,
storage
battery storage
adjusted for
efficiency and
-221
8,000
0
-409
7,591
409
-523
7,068
523
-503
6,565
503
-522
6,043
522
-481
5,562
481
139
5,701
0
589
6,291
0
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Hourly Shortfall/
surplus 2 after
reductions from
battery
-221
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Using PowerBalance2
1. PB must have accurate technology cost figures to produce accurate
outputs. Check whether those in the ‘Disp. Power Cost’ work sheet
of the PB work book you downloaded are correct for your location.
2. If not, enter current operating (fixed and variable) and fixed (capital
and other) costs
3. PB uses data generated by the open source SIREN renewable
energy software, which can be downloaded from
https://www.sen.asn.au/modellingoverview.
4. Produce a scenario in SIREN by locating and specifying power
stations on the map interface, following the instructions in SIREN.
5. Save the SIREN ‘Chosen Stations’ file (8670 hour energy generation
data for each power station). Create new technology data columns
in it for Wind, PV (fixed), PV (tracking) and CST-MS and sum the
hourly generation from each station in these columns.
6. Copy the technology data columns into the ‘Data Input Columns’
(left
side) of the PB work sheet.
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Using Powerbalance2 (cont.)
7. Copy and paste the demand data from the Chosen Stations file
into the ‘Load for modelled year’ data input column of PB.
8. Make sure your enter the total power capacity for each
technology on the red bordered cells in the dashboard along the
top of the spreadsheet. Enter the power capacities you want in
your scenario in the red bordered cells in the top dashboard, to
the right of the block of SIREN data you just entered. Do not
change any of the data you entered from SIREN.
9. Read the labels at the top of the dashboard to understand what
each red bordered input cells stands for. E.g. PV power capacity
(MW) or PHS storage capacity (MWh). PB adjusts the hourly data
according to the figure you enter here. For example, if the SIREN
wind power capacity was 3000 MW and you enter 6000 MW of
wind, PB will double the SIREN hourly wind generation data you
downloaded.
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Using Powerbalance2 (cont.)
10. If you want to change the location or size of individual power
stations this cannot be done in PB. You have to run a new SIREN
scenario and download it into a new PB spreadsheet.
11. The storage sections have red input cells where you enter round
trip efficiency (decimal fraction) and minimum storage (kWh).
PHS also has a ‘throttle’ cell into which you can enter the fraction
of full power that you want.
12. Adjust the SIREN demand data up or down to the level you want
to model for in the ‘Demand multiplier’ cell.
13. Minimize the scenario cost by iteration - changing power and
storage capacities of the technologies until the optimum
combination is reached.
14. Read off your scenario results in the pink shaded block of cells to
left of spreadsheet.
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Load for
modelled year
(MW) (2014);
Total load
(MWh)

Wind
power
capacity
SIREN
modelled
(MW)
6000

Fixed Utility PV
power cap.
(EF=26%).
SIREN modelled
(MW)

RT PV
(assume =
fixed PV =
26%%)
TOTAL
SIREN

1000

Total RE;
Load Multiplier;
Load adjusted
(MW) (2015)

Wind Adjusted Rooftop PV
power
AdJusted
capacity (MW) power capacity
(MW)
(CF=19%)

2000

Equiv. single
axis tracking PV
power cap.(EF
= 31%). (MW)

5800

1600

3400

75

60

69

17,451,736

3,057,704

7,506,700

* $1,343,958,198
$77

$188,379,055
$62

$531,843,675

1.26

-18,511,134

-23,324,029
0.34

SIREN scenario: W6PV3
Cost adjustment for transmission losses = 1.0268

* Note: Cost adjustment for transmission losses = 1.0268

Percent CO2 emissons
Percent RE
% OCGT gas fuelled
% RE through PHS storage
% RE through BM battery
Surplus generation MWh
Annual load MWh

8.9%
90.1%
9.9%
2.0%
6.5%
38.5%
23,324,029

Weighted Average LCOE

$123.88
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LCOE - levelised
cost of energy.
Standardised way of
costing a megawatt
hour of energy from
any technologies
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Powerbalance2 in conjunction with SIREN can be used
to answer many questions about renewable electricity
grids. For example:
•
•
•

•
•

Can coal on the SWIS be replaced with wind and solar
and if so at what cost?
Can 100% Renewable Energy be achieved and if so at
what cost?
What is the optimum cost effective percentage of
Renewable Energy?
What will be the cost of carbon abatement from
switching to RE?
How much storage is cost-optimal?
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STORAGE
How much is optimal? On the SWIS, up to 50,000 MWh
(typical cold winter night’s demand from 5PM to 8 AM)
is economic for lower cost options such as PHS and
CST-MS
Batteries
Utility scale and behind
the meter

Molten Salt Storage
MS tank at CST plant in
Nevada

Pumped Ocean Hydro
1.8 GW Ludington PHS,
Lake Michigan
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